
INSTITUTE FOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Directions (1-2) : Study the following information to answer

the given questions.

A word and number arrangement machine when given an

input line of words rearranges them following a particular

rule.  The following is an illustration of input and

rearrangement.

Input : age road oven wire tire ink pen uni dice eat

Step I : uni age road oven wire tire ink pen eat dice

Step II : unit oven age road wire tire ink eat pen dice

Step III : uni oven ink age wire tire eat road pen dice

Step IV : uni oven ink eat age wire tire road pen dice

And step four is the last step of the rearrangement.

As per the rules followed in the above steps, find out the

appropriate steps for the given input.

Input : gem stat ace cast omit fan rate uncut era input

1. Which of the following would be the final arrangement ?

1) cast gem fan rate stat uncut omit input era ace

2) uncut omit input era ace cast fan gem rate stat

3) uncut omit input era ace stat rate gem fan cast

4) uncut omit input era ace stat fan gem rate cast

5) None of these

2. In step III, which of the following word would be at 6th

position from the left ?

1) rate 2) ace 3) stat

4) gem 5) None of these
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Directions (3-4) : Study the following information to answer

the given questions.

A number arrangement machine, when given a particular

input, rearranges it following a particular rule. The following

is the illustration of the input and the stages of arrangements.

Input : 245 316 436 519 868 710 689

Step I : 710 316 436 519 868 245 689

Step II : 710 316 245 519 868 436 689

Step III : 710 316 245 436 868 519 689

Step IV : 710 316 245 436 519 868 689

Step IV is the last step of input.

Input : 655 436 764 799 977 572 333

3. Which of the following steps will be ‘333 436 572 655 977

764 799’?

1) II 2) III 3) IV

4) I 5) None of these

4. How many steps will be required to get the final output from

the above input ?

1) 5 2) 4 3) 3

4) 6 5) None of these

Directions (5-6) : Study the following information to answer

the given questions.

A word and number arrangement machine when given an

input line of words and numbers rearranges them following

a particular rule in each step. The following is an illustration

of input and various steps of rearrangement (All the numbers

are two digit numbers)

Input : plan more vacation 35 56 92 nice holiday tours 84

61 12

Step I : 92 plan more vacation 35 56 nice tours 84 61 12

holiday

Step II : 92 84 plan vacation 35 56 nice tours 61 12 more

holiday

Step III : 92 84 61 plan vacation 35 56 tours 12 nice more

holiday



Step IV : 92 84 61 56 vacation 35 tours 12 plan nice more

holiday

Step V : 92 84 61 56 35 vacation 12 tours plan nice more

holiday

Step VI : 92 84 61 56 35 12 vacation tours plan nice more

holiday

And Step VI is the last step of the rearrangement as the desired

arrangement is obtained.

As per rules followed in the above steps, find out in each of

the questions the appropriate step for the given input.

Input : hard work pays 96 42 in 79 long run 18 25 57

5. Which step number is the following output ?

96 79 57 42 work run 18 25 pays long in hard

1) Step II 2) Step III 3) Step IV

4) Step V 5) There is no such step

6. How many elements (words/numbers) are there between

“work” and “in” as they appear in Step III ?

1) Six 2) Five 3) Seven

4) Four 5) Three

Directions (7-8) : Study the following information to answer

the given questions.

A word and number arrangement machine when given an

input line of words and numbers rearranges them following

a particular rule in each step. The following is an illustration

of input and various steps of rearrangement. (All the numbers

are two digit numbers )

Input : tide idol 68 46 frost wolf 32 82 radio 96 14 nylon

74 cage

Step I : cage 14 tide idol 68 46 frost wolf 32 82 radio 96

nylon 74

Step II : frost 32 cage 14 tide idol 68 46 wolf 82 radio 96

nylon 74

Step III : idol 46 frost 32 cage 14 tide 68 wolf 82 radio 96

nylon 74



Step IV : nylone 68 idol 46 frost 32 cage 14 tide wolf 82

radio 96 74

Step V : radio 74 nylon 68 idol 46 frost 32 cage 14 tide wolf

82 96

Step VI : tide 82 radio 74 nylon 68 idol 46 frost 32 cage 14

wolf 96

Step VII: wolf 96 tide 82 radio 74 nylon 68 idol 46 frost 32

cage 14

And Step VII is the last step of the rearrangement as the

desired arrangement is obtained.

As per rules followed in the above steps, find out in each of

the questions the appropriate step for the given input.

Input : kind year 67 17 brush urea 31 87 race gift 71 43

out 55

7. Which word/number would be at sixth position from the

right in the Step V ?

1) year 2) 17 3) brush

4) urea 5) 87

8. Which step number is the following output ?

kind 43 gift 31 brush 17 year 67 urea 87 race 71 out 55

1) Step VI 2) Step IV 3) Step III

4) Step II 5) Step V

Directions (9-10) : Study the following information to

answer the given questions.

A word and number arrangement machine when given an

input line of words and numbers rearranges them following

a particular rule in each step. The following is an illustration

of input and rearrangement. (All the numbers are two digits

numbers )

Input : gate 20 86 just not 71 for 67 38 bake sun 55

Step I : bake gate 20 just not 71 for 67 38 sun 55 86

Step II : for bake gate 20 just not 67 38 sun 55 86 71

Step III : gate for bake 20 just not 38 sun 55 86 71 67

Step IV : just gate for bake 20 not 38 sun 86 71 67 55



Step V : not just gate for bake 20 sun 86 71 67 55 38

Step VI : sun not just gate for bake 86 71 67 55 38 20

And Step VI is the last step of the above input as the desired

arrangement is reached.

As per the rules followed in the above steps, find out in each

of the following questions the appropriate step for the given

input.

Input : 31 rise gem 15 92 47 aim big 25 does 56 not 85 63

with moon

9. How many steps will be required to complete the

rearrangement ?

1) Eight 2) Six 3) Seven

4) Five 5) None of these

10. Which word/number would be at 7th position from the left

in Step IV ?

1) rise 2) aim 3) big

4) 15 5) 47
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1. (3) 2. (1) 3. (2) 4. (2) 5. (3) 6. (1) 7. (3)

8. (3) 9. (1) 10. (4)


